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rosettastoneromaniantorrentdownloadQ: Java
analog of Haskell "head [] = None" If I have the

following Haskell code: head [] = None head (x:xs)
= x Is there something like this in Java? A: There is
no actual equivalent of head [] = None; the closest
you can get in Java would be Optional.isPresent():

Optional.ofNullable(head(list))
.map(Optional::isPresent) .orElse(null) A: The

standard, non-specialised Java List has no head()
method. Since all Lists are backed by arrays and
arrays don't have a head() method, it makes no
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sense to implement such a method. As a general
rule, no method that gets called with an empty list
should return any value. Q: Calling function from
server within ajax callback function I am using an

ajax call to save a file on the server but can't get the
function to run. I have an input field which when

clicked triggers the callback function which runs the
function from the server. Here is a piece of my ajax
call. $('#input-field').on('click', function(){ $.ajax({
url: "/ajax/upload_file_test.php", method: 'POST',

success: function(result) { $('#test').html(result); }
}); }); This is my upload_file_test.php include_once

("../admin/database.php"); include_once
("../admin/functions.php");
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An Interview with the Author On July 13, I had the
pleasure of conducting a virtual interview with Mike
Barnhart. Mike is the author of “Squeaky Clean”, an
upcoming novel to be released on September 9th by

Wildy Goodspeed and I highly encourage all to
check it out. We discussed many things including his
writing process, the influences that shaped his craft

and why he doesn’t watch movies he writes, and
more. I have added quite a bit of content to the

interview, you’ll find links throughout the text that
will take you to the source itself. I have to say it’s a

great honor and I would truly like to thank you,
Mike, for taking time from your schedule to

converse with me over the internet. Me: I’m going to
kick things off with a bit of an in-depth question. I
know you’ve written novels before, but as I’m sure

you can imagine, this is a completely different
beast. How did you decide to publish a novel? What
made you feel this was the right decision? Mike: I’ve

always had a dream of being a published writer. I
didn’t get the chance to write the book I really

wanted to write while I was a teenager because it
wasn’t the time and I wasn’t old enough. In the early
1990’s I made the switch from professional bassist
to author. The songs I’d recorded were great, but a

novel, a self-published book, was a whole new
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challenge. I’d written a few published short stories
when I was in college, but I knew I needed more
than that to make it work as a career. I started

writing Squeaky Clean in the late 1990’s and it took
about four years to complete. When I was the early

90’s I was learning all the skills I’d need to make
this book happen. Like songwriting, storytelling, new
ways of thinking, writing and grammar were all new
ways of thinking to me. I’d always been interested in
psychology and writing, but my love of storytelling
really allowed me to grow. In the early 90’s I was
learning all the skills I’d need to make this book

happen. Like songwriting, storytelling, new ways of
thinking, writing and grammar were all new ways
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